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"Gender, Community, and the Body in Cranford". Neo-Victorian Studies, 2:2 Winter 2009/10. . 43-64. [Journal article]

"London is all waste: Rubbish in Patrick Keiller’s Robinson Films’. SubStance, 37 (2). 78 -93. [Journal article]

"Saint Patrick Blesh Vs’: Captain Thomas Stukeley, Textual Quirks and the Nine Years War”. In: The Flight of the Earls. (Eds: O'Ciardha, Eamonn), Guildhall Press, Derry, pp. 110-117. ISBN 9781906271329 [Book section]

Adapting heritage: Class and conservatism in Downton Abbey. Rethinking History: A Journal of Theory and Practice, Online First. [Journal article]
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Anxious journeys and open endings; Family and Feminism in the BBC’s Wives and Daughters’. In: Gaskell on Screen. (Eds: Salis, Loredana), Cambridge Scholars Press, pp. 35-50. ISBN 1-4438-5141-8 [Book section]
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Why Marx Was Right, Yale University Press. 272 pp 978-0300181531 [Book (authored)]